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A GLANCE AT OUR WORK

AMONG THE YOUTH
During this pre-convention discus

sion a good look should be taken at
our approach to the young people of
our coiintry and state. How do we re
gard our party youth work ? How have
we responded to the growing interest
of the generad public in the problems of
the youth?

This interest has been clearly shown
by a number of state c*aferences and
some expressions of the President. One

could go deeply into these questions,
but this article is intended to give my
own views on a party approach to
youth work. There will be no attempt
to spcUout a full program.

First I would like to say that more
time has been spent in the last year
or 80 on discussion of youth work in
the party than we have spent since
1948-49. This has been good. There was
a review of youth work conducted by
the national youth commission last
year, which ended with a report to a
national party conference by Martha
Stone. (Political Affairs.) That review

and- conference opened up some new
questions.

In the past and up to today the main
reflection of party youth work Is seen
through in the Labor Youth League.
«VhUc I think that the L.Y.L. has and

still is doing fine work, it cannot be
considered as the main avenue of party
youth work, but only as an important
independent youth organization in its
own right, which has a program that
can appeal to all young people who
would Xike to learn nbaiit socialism.

•

The L.N.L. is not a Communist youth
organization. That being true, the
party must have its own program of
action for all it.s members. If the party
plays a leading role in all other phases
of work, why should it not play the
same kind of roie as far as youth work
goes? Why should the party be satis
fied to give the responsibility for a
party yout^ program to an non-party

The Party Forum is caught in a contradiction.

So aiuch material has coma in that it is necessary to urge a . 1,000
word limit to contributions.

At the same time, more material is needed and wanted—es{>ecial-
ly from the club ievel, and most especially from workers who can dis
cuss the problems now being examined in the light of experience with
in the labor movement.

Signed contributions may be sent to The Party Forum, Room 70.5,
942 Market street, San Francisco, 2, Calif. , Unsigned manuscripts
should be transmitted tlirough your party organization.

youth organization? When Lenin called
for the independence of the youth, he
knew that it muat have independence
if it is to find its way to socialism.
How then, is it possible to have an
independent youth organization (such
as the L.Y.L.) that will not be sad

dled with many of the patterns of
party organization and program, if the
party has not spelled out a rounded
approach to youth work ?

How can such a program be worked
out? It should be worked out in rela

tionship to what the party members
are doing now in their other organi
zations and trade unions. Such a pro
gram should be aimed at raising the
understanding of the general public on
the ways to win for the youth of our
country a place in the fight for de
mocracy and socialism.

Let us consider one of tlie areas
where youth work and so-caJied gen
eral party work in the trade unions
often seem to conflict with each other.
Our approach to the L.Y.L. and young
workers (who are members of trade
unions) is designed to get the L.Y.L.'er
to do general trade union work. What
is needed by the party is a program
which includes youth needs in the trade
unions. Older members can join in
such a program and help the young

A resolution adopted
by the LA county board

The County Board generally greeted the forward-looking presentation
in the Dennis report calling tor a now look at our relationswith the socialist-
minded left including consideration of the possibility of building a united
socialist party sometijne in the future.

Along with all the other questions raised in the report this is now in
the process of being presented to the membership for consideration and
discussion.'

It is our understanding, as it is the understandmg of the membership,
that the Dennis report is but a preliminary estimate, a basis for discussion,
which will not be finalized until it has gone through the full proces.s of the
current discussion, the prcconvention discussion and convention action.

This particular proposal, because of the profound impact it will have
on our whole future course, will of course be subjected to the closest scrutiny
and, we anticipate, will bring forward the sharpest questioning and debate.
And on this, as on other questions, there cannot be any cutting of comers
and any bypassing of the fullest opportunity for the membership to express

We therefore were shocked and surprised to read Uie editorial call in
the Daily Worker (which despite any protestation is considered to repre.scnt
tlie opinion of the national leadership, especially since its editor is a leading
member of the National Board) for steps to be taken "without delay" and
"as soon as circumstances permit" to form a united socialist party. This
call was seen by good sections of our membership even before they have had
the opportunity to read the projection of the thought in the Dennis report.

This can only have the effect of stifling discussion; of placing in question
once again whether the national, leadership is at all concerned with the
opinions of the memliership; of engendering a cynical attitude to the whole
full and "free" and "democratic" discussion which wo are trying to develop
and which we must have if our Party is to come through this period
strengthened and re-invigorated. Further, it can make more difficult the
centering of attention on tlie merits of the question.

The Coiinty Board theseforo wishes to go on record protesting this
hasty, ill con.sidcred call by the Editor of the Dally Worker and calls on the
Nsdional Board to re-assure the party membership that, as far as the
Party is concerned, its attitude to this question is still to be de
termined. and that it will not be determined until the Party membership
has had its say at the coming national convention.

. Unanimously passed by
The Ld9 Angeles Cotinty Board

. June 14, 1956

party and L.Y.L. member to engage in
the type of activity that will win for
him a base among the younger work
ers. Most of them have very little
understanding of the trade union and
are not very active In the so-called
gener^ work of the union.
Most yoifflg workers have two ap

proaches' toward trade unlofts. One:
a place to find a job (employment
agency): two: an organization that
blocked them from getting a job. The
employers understand this very well.
Not too long ago the Western States

Methodist Youth held a conference.
In a display of material there was
only one item dealing with youth and
jobs. It came from the Kohler Com
pany and appealed "To Your Right
to a Job"—giving the line that union.s
make it hard for young people to get
jobs.

•

Youiig workers of today didn't live
through the organization of the trade
unions and they do not look upon the
trade unions as do the older worlters.

Older progressive workers could there
fore do valuable youth work by getting
the trade unions to develop an interest
ing educational program on the history
of the trade unions.

The older party and progressive
workers could call for and raise funds

for sports equipment and open halls
to young workers. Then the young
party and progressive youth will have
the job of involving the younger work
ers in such a program.
As these young workers are brought

in closer contact with the union
through a program that they want,
they will act in the best interest of the
workers as a whole. One trade unionist

who; asked about an educational pro
gram for young people was told that
the union is doing a good job on educa
tion now. That union gives scholarships
to some young workers to go to college.
What he didn't say or-perhaps know is
what these young trade unionists will
learn about the tradq unions in college!
This opens another way for the

party and progressive to do youth work
that will pay 'off. For the whole field
of the Negro people, labor and the
progressive is involved here. Thi.s pro
gram can be carried on through the
trade unions, P.T.A.. social groups,
etc.. where party members and pro
gressives is to be found.

• '

The problems of housing in general,
'strike harde.st at young people. The
development of "all-white" tracts -—
which attract mostly. trado union mem
bers—must become a major issue. For
the building of these jimgrow de
velopments will lead io great problems
among the youth of'our state.
At the Governor's conference two

years ago this point was noted as one.
problem facing the youth of our stale.
A party youth program should give
direction to all mass workers to put
up,'a fight—through education In the
people's organizations and legislation
in.' the .state, local and national govern-
nfents—to end jimcrow housing.
These are a few examples of how

all parly members can do youth work
and help carry out a party program in,
tills field.
As part of the party youth approach

(Continued on hack page)

What's missing
in discussion

There are. in my opinion, two fac
tors so far missing from the written
material available for party discussion
during this crucial summer.

First, the sense of urgency and ideo
logical crisis is not expressed, despite
the recognition by the rank and file
of tills fact.

Second, there has been no expression
of the dissenting views of the national
committee members. Tliis expression,
in addition to whatever merit the views
themselves might have, would drama
tize for the membership the importance
of full and free discussion. It would

represent a broalc from previous dis-
cuaaion periods in which' we were, by
implication, asked cither to agree by
ovation with a "draft" report or pit
one's opinion against the entire leader
ship collective.

•

In regard to the crisis in our party:
Comrade Dennis' report lists one

fundamental error after another, adds
statistics that the party has been iso
lated and documented. This squares
with our observations here in San
Francisco. Yet .Comrade Dennis does
not indicate in the report or in any
later writing that he has reached any
personal or organizational conclusions
to deal with the emergency. I am not
asking for panic. I do suggest that the
leadership, on whom these past erroi-s
should weigh most heavily,.sound the
alarm to themselves and to the party
as a whole.

There is more than the shadow of
rputinism in Comrade Dennis' long ar-

' tides in The Daily Worl<er recently,
despite the profound seriousness of the
topics (anti-Semitism in the USSR and
the Khrushchev speech on Stalin.)
They were not self-critical; most im
portant, they had no implidation of
the practical effects these matters are
having on our organization. Rather,
came a restatement of some generali
zations, an expression of slibck, and as
surances tiiat right will conquer.
1 think it is to the point to mention

the June issue of Political Affairs. Here,
instead of discu.ssion articles by the
national leadership, was a routine i»-
sue: a series ot reports on certain
events around the nation, an extract
from Comrade Dennis' report, and one
(1) discussion article. Tiiat this last
was a most excellent contribution does

not detract from my main iioint; the
issue did not reflect ideological crisis.
The portion of Comrade Dennis' re-

poi-e printed here was no contribution
whatever in view of the wide distribu
tion (if belated) of the report as a
whole.

•

In regard to the expression Of the
dissenting views of natibiiai committee
members:

Secondary leaders of the party have
been advised in greater or lesser de
tail of proceedings at the national com
mittee meeting. This report, in San
Francisco, included an oral statement
of differing views on the Dennis re
port.
I imagine that other areas may not

have received even the oral report of
the discussion. In any event, the whole
s'ense.of the lively discussion at the
national committee meeting is reaching
only a portion of the membership, and
that in an unsatisfactory, second-hand
manner.

I feel this was a' serious mistake,

and one compounded by the silence of
much of the national leadership, save
Dennis, during the, discussion period
to date. Ideally. I feel, the views of
each natlon-al committee member

should have been made available to

the membership shortly after tlie May
sessions. Granted that these views

might be preliminary, subject to any
kind of later change, it is critically im
portant that the national leadership
play a major part in the di.scusslon
of errors it played a major part in
committing.

Now this suggestion may not satisfy
protocol. Let's change the protocol
then, for the important thing now, is
immediate full discussion with the
freest possible exchange of opinion.
The leadership must join in this. This
participation is indeed a factor in
whether the leadership will retain that
status.

I should add thai the comment as
to the dissenting views ot national
commitlee members developed from a
discussion held by section educational
directors. It is the opinion of this
group, as well as niy own.,

—N. C., San Francisco



HOW DEMOCRATIC IS OUR CENTRALI

A rejection of the principle
In Uie United SLAtes we did not de-

Veiop.the cult at the itidividual to the
lanlaslic extent that it was developed
around Stalin, but our bureaucracy
took other fornts almost aa deadly. Z
wish we would .stop usingr the phraae
"cult 0/ the individual" and talk about

party democracy, instead.

Based on my incomplete <very in-
eomplete) information I would cite the
following examples of our lack of
democracy:

(1) Failure to hold conventions
every two years aa .required by
the party constitution.

(2) Failure of many leading
bodies to function for long periods.

■  (3) Adoption of the most itn-
poctaht decisions without any con
sultation of the membership. For
example, the decision to drop one-
third of the membership; the eval-
uation of the period (in 1950) aa
"almost fascism;" the third party

policy; the court strategy in the
Smith Act trials:'the decision as

to "nonavailability" of party lead
ers: and many more such.

(4) The dropping of many indi
vidual members without a hearing
or reason, and without permitting
the matter to be discussed by
party groups.

In 1946 I had some responsibility for
the preparation of an outline on demo
cratic centralism, which was pubhshed
and distributed far and wide by the
San Francisco and California Party or
ganizations. I have reatudied the ques
tion in the light of developments over
the iaat ten years.

r conclude that democratic central-
Ism is not a correct principle for our
Party. Whether i,t may be correct for
some other country I wouldn't know.
My conclusion is based on the abuses
that developed under this principle.

I am aware that one might argue
— as X have frequently done — that
democratic centralism prohibits the un
democratic principles that developed In
the CPUSA. as well as In the CPSU.
But this argument is no longer ac-
ceptabie to me, nor is democratic cen
tralism, for three reasons: (1) Where
a principle is so frequently "misunder
stood" or "misapplied" there must be
something wrong with the principle;
(2) Most undemocratic principles are
carriediout in the name, "and under
the authority, of democratic central
ism; (3) Democratic centralism con
stitutes a struggle between democracy
end centralism, a fundamentally er
roneous concept.
As it ia applied, I can be.st describe

democratic centralism as a scale, hav
ing democracy on one side and cen- •
tralism on the other, with appropriate
weights added to one side or the other
to adjust for such intangible factors
as the degree of the legality of the
party, the intrusion of alien elements,
the party's class compositimi and the
political level of its membership.
Though not always articulated, I

would say the following principles are
what democratic centralism is taken to
mean: The more centralism, the less

democracy. The less centralism, the
more democracy. I cannot accept the.se
propositions as necessary or appropri
ate.

.Wg must be a centralized organiza-
.tJon—that I concede, (hough not per
haps as fully as we often have been.
But there is no reason why centralized
control and disciplined action cannot
be preceded by democratic discussion
and decision by the nvembership. I am
aware that imaginative bureaucrats
can think up factual situations which
seem to make it necessary for a leading
body to act in a hun-y. Biit it they
would be just as imaginative they could
find the way to consult the membership
or a representative section of it. in
the time it would take the committee

membership to gather.

A Marxist organization h.a.s this

problem in a more extreme form than
many other typc.s of organizations be

cause of the complexity of the prob-
lem.s with which' it deals. Most often

these problems must be dealt with on
the theoretical instead of the prac
tical level, and Americans are notor

iously untheoretical (if not anti-theore
tical). -

Frankly I am getting pretty sick of
the thin explanations I have been hear
ing of this or that example of bu
reaucracy. For example, I hear, "We
couldn't have a convention In 1952 as

required by the constitution because
only full-time functionaries would have
■been •willing to attend as delegates."
What kind of balderdash Is this? If
the membership wants to send a full
timer as a delegate they have the right
to do.80 — or perhaps they could find
someone else, strange as this may
sound. And what about the pre-con-
vention discussion in which the-mem-
bership expres.ses itself in the party's
program for the coming period. Is
that also expendable?

Not only is it always possible to
function in a centralized way without
any impainiient of party democracy
but the extent of party unity and dis
cipline will vary directly (not in
versely) with the extent of party de
mocracy. As a man. who shall be name
less, once said, "only conscious dis
cipline can be truly iron discipline."
The understanding and' the morale of
rile party membership is the measure
of the level of its discipline.

Abandoning the concept of demo
cratic centralism will not be sufficient
to enable us to create or guarantee
Inner party democracy. This is so be
cause there is no natural tendency
for democracy to develop, either in a
government or a jjolitical parly. If
anything, the tendency is in the op
posite direction. History teaches us
that the struggle for democracy in
government is a continual one. The
same goes for a political party, in
which, there are factors constantly at
work against democracy. The driving
force behind many of these factors
comes from the membership.

For example, since Stalin was down
graded many members ask or think.
"Whom can we believe now?" By their
question they betray a tendency — all
too common — to seek authority, to
relax and follow orders. No one can .
deny that it te easier to obey than to
think; to do precinct work than to
work out the answers to a complicated
electorial choice. It is true (even
though our enemies say it about us)
that many of our members have a
religious kind of faith in the .move
ment that expects aU 'questions to be
answered.

/

Often times a member puts this
question; "Am I more qualified than
fiene Dennis to answer the question
or determine policy?" The answer is
that, as an individual you are not,
but aa a group you are, (A good illiia-
tration of the principle change from
quajjtity to quality.) The hi.story of
the (Aimmunist movement demon-
•strates that over a period of time the
membership is usually right, whereas
the leadership — when it cuts itself off
from the member.ship'.s participation —
is usually wrong. Witness Joseph
Stalin.

To sum up. the member.ship has
responsibilities, fi rst to fight to obtain
and maintain democracy, and second to
make it work. It's got to avoid the
easy way. It must study, and deal with
theoretical questions- Most important
of all. it cannot content ic.self with
answering questions put to it; it mu.st
raise questions, propose new ways of
doing things and constantly examine
the correctness of past decisions.

This is not to absolve the leadeiship
from responsibility for the sad stale
of affairs to which we have fallen. It
failed to hold conventions, failed to
consult the membership and arrogantly
failed to see how much it needed the
participation and judgement of the
membership. I am eagerly waiting to
see what the national leadership has
to say on the question of party democ
racy. I believe it is the key question by
which they should be judged.

In the past we have operated on the
theory that discussion on all ques-
tions Is opened up for the membership
during the pre-con\'eiition period, and
then closed until next time. I think tliis
idea is all wrong. Our party will not
become a debating society simply be
cause a branch, or any other division
of the organization, chooses to discuss
a particular question between conven
tions. Assume a decision which is
proved wrong in practice, or becomes
wrong because' of changed conditions,
do we have to stay wrong until the
next convention? Such a position is
nonsense.

The lack of democracy within our
party is sufficient to explain many of
our errors and the continuance of these
errors over so many years. Though it
is true the problems of the.,- 1945-56
period were complicated and unprece
dented, we cannot anticipate simpler
problems in the futui'e. There are some
within our rajiks who feel that because
of the number and size of our mistakes
we should abandon our Party and
start all over again. There are others
who are approaching such a conclusion,
but are waiting to see- 4n the light of
these facts, the democratization of our
party is a life and death matter.

A. G., San Francisco

Some speci
in democrat

At the root of much of our present
difficulties i.s an abuse of the principles
of democratic centralism, which seems
to be shared by the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union.

If democratic centralism is to work
It must work liotli ways. As it has been
practised for the last two decades it
is a farce and will never be accepted
by a sizable section of the American
working-class, imbued as they arc. with
the traditions of honest electoral rep
resentation and a reasonable regard
for minority opinions.

I am not qualified to speak about
International or national developments
nor should I care to make any theo
retical analysis. However, I have been
continuously a member of the Califor
nia Party for over 20 years and dur
ing that time:

(3) I have never had the oppor
tunity to vole for or "against any of
the leaders of the California Party.

(2) I have never had the opportunity
to instruct any delegate to vote for
or against any leader.

(3) I have never had the opportunity
to insti'uct any delegate to any eon-
vejiUon to vote Yes or No on any ques
tion of political policy (except once,
when I urged a "No" vote on the
Browder proposals and was promptly
removed from office by section leader
ship).

(4) I have never heard a minority
report presented from the gathering
of a policy-making body. Where such
minority reports existed they were in
variably suppressed by the reporting
comrade. _

9
(5) I have never heard an officer of

the CallfoiTiia Party express any in
dependent or original thought on any
political issue of the day withoiit first

Wanted: some
for the stud

A group of comrades who have just
completed a class in "fxmdamentals"
would like to present the following
ideas for consideration.

In the course of this class we had
occasion to refer to many of the basic
theoretical classics. It is our contention
that for a number of reasons it is ex
tremely difficult, if not impossible, for
the average persons to master this,
type of ntaterial.
•  a. Much of the material presupposes
or I'equircs too much prior knowledge
and •information (philosophy, history,
science, etc.).

b. Much of the language and termi
nology requires a college education to
be understood.

c. Very little material of this type
Is available that deals with the Ameri
can scene, which might make it more
understandable.

d. In Llie main, it was our conclusion
that the average American worker who
was interested in Marxism and So-

About a week ago I had decided to
write an article entitled "Hold the
Line." Whv? Because (1) I was dis
turbed by'- the way comrades were
walking around with blank stares,
muttering under their breath; (2) I
was a "leader." a member of the
county board, and <31 the time had
come for me to fulfill my responsibility,
and "act" like a leader by pulling out
my soapbox and delivering a good
rousing pep talk that would set every-
^Today^^I can say, how silly, howpresumptuous! Why? (D Because at
ihe time I was going
article I too. was staring blankly andmittiing to myself and Tm stl•muttering; (2) because tjie times ^1
for more than saying and doing the
things that aj-e usually "expected ofZ Ld m becau.se, just aa continuous
breast beating and wailing will not set
things right, neither will smug i«p-
talks, and business as usual ap

it. we've been hit hard.

In place of an article that wasn't written-
The attacks on us during the cold war,
the Khrushchev revelations, the bring
ing to light of our own stupidities and
errors have got us reeling. Perhaps
I'm being presumptuous by saying
"us," so let me talk for myself.

I was upset when I read the latest
Khrushchev report. Two evenings later
1 found myself delivering a two-hour
talk to lift the spirits of my good com
rade, Lil. Two evenings following, my
good comrade found it necessary to
give ma a two-hour talk to buoy up
my spirits.

I don't know what's happening in
other households. I have a hunch. What
goes on at meetings. I am sure, hardly
reflects what is going on iff the hearts
and minds of many of our comrade^
these days. If, let us ssy, Comrades
Foster, Dennis. Schneiderman are not
reeling, I'd like to know why not.
Maybe they have sometliing I don't

have. I'd like them to impart It to me.
Maybe they lack something they ought
to hdve. It should be imparted to them.

We are now'discus-sing Incorrect past
"estimates." Let's try to estimate this
one correctly, othci-wise we will be
prescribing an a-spirin where major
surgery is needed — on the Party and
each of us as an individual.

The problem, in my opinion, is so
serious that we almo.st have to start
from fundamentals. We have to recon-
vince ourselves that no matter what
goes on in the ro.st of the world we,
gs Americans, can't sidestep the class
fitrtiggle. that the ultimate .solution lias
fm socialism, that only the working
class can transform society, that the

' working class needs a political party
of socialism, that this ha.s to be a
party that is understood and accepted
by American workers, tliat we have
to help build it.

Can wo transfoi-m our party or shall
we orientate on building something
new? Can we be effective hi building
something new without, as a preiim-
inajy, transforming our party and our
selves? How can we tran-sform our
selves? Do we have it within ourselves
or are we so far gone that it is hope-
jeM — and the job will have to be
done fay others than ourselvea? By
whom will it be done if not by us? If
not by us alone, then who together
with us?

(Questions, questions, questions. They
can't be side-stepped. Tliey can't be
ansv-ered by simply coining to agree
ment on'What was wrong with us in
the past. If there ia no confidence that
wo can do anything about'the future,
what value is there in discussing the
past? The.se questions, I know, arc
present in many of our minds. They,
are not always placed on the table.

■We have to drag tl
rcces-ses of our m
them, without feelinf
boti-ayln'g the work
raising them. For i
establish in our own i
ufe of confidence lr(
party, in our abilitj
ficlently to be ablt
future course of evi
no point in di.scuss

Two days ago I
"Do you think we;
answered after a lo
know, I don't know
the question back at
even longer.

Then I said that I
providing: that we <
are going through aj
cuasion period" aftoi

business aa usuto
up our minds to nial



ISM?—Some views on THE thorny question
On the problem of leadershipcific defects

atic practice
t  finding out what th« National Ccim-

niittee may or niay not think about it.

If the National Committee ia now prop
erly self-critical about its blind ac
ceptance of all statements of the Cen
tra Committee of the SoWet Union,
the leadership of the California Party
has had just as slavish and uncreative
altitude toward the Central Committee

of the U.S.A. I have racked my brain
to And one ins fanoe when any leader
of the California Party ever expressed
disagreement, even in a good, con
structive manner, with any decision of
the Central Committee, even though
the Central Committee itself was sub-

aequenily shown to be in error.
(6) I am not familiar with their

recent attitudes which may have im
proved. but I know that for the ma
jority of their terms in office they have
resisted rather than .encouraged any
discussion of political issues tn a free
and open manner within the Party.
Disagreement on any important ques
tion has invariably been treated as a
security matter.

1 do not wish to subtract from the

personal loyalty, good faith and brav
ery under fire of the leaders of the
California Party. But no matter what

errors they admit, the root source of

these errors will remain until and nn-

less the Party is given an honestly

democratic structure which, has some

correspondence to the actualities of
American tradition without sacrificing
Its essential qnity of principles.^-

If the present leadership can make
an enthusiastic, sincere effort to in
troduce real democracy into our Party,
more power to them. If not, they should
have the good grace to resign. In cither
case they will be doing the cause of
Socialism a favor.

G. H., San Francisco

e new material

dy of theory
cialism would not get much satisfac
tion from the material that Is mainly
available to us today.

Some proposals:
a. Could a systematized course of

reading and study be developed? One
that "starts at the beginning" and
builds Hp gradually in intensity?

b. Would it be possible to prepare
in the "American idiom" certain basic

materials that would make clear the

principles of Marxism ?
c. We are aware that some material

of the above type does exist. Could
a bibliography of such material be
made available ?

d. We need a comprehensive "dic
tionary" or glossary of Marxism (much
more complete than Uie "Handbook Of.
Philosophy").

It is our proposal that the National
Committee set up a commi.ssion to
study these questions and attempt to
an.swer some of these problems.

A group of students from L-A-

The object of this discussion is to
expose Che errors of the last ten years
lor however many is necessary and
feasible), so that by correcting them,
the Parly can fit itself to lead the
American people out of the valley of
the shadow of war, fascism mid pov
erty in the ir.id.st of plenty, into the
prorai.se of sociali.sni. abundance, peace.

It has been said that unless we dis

cover and admit to the main error of

this period — right or left — we can
never hope to straighten ourselves out.
I believe this to be true. The trouble

is, it seems to me, that the reverse is
not true.

Finding the errors — major or minor
— is absolutely necessary, but it is no
guarantee that we will thereafter fol
low a correct line. To do that it is also

necessary to guarantee an alert, self-
reliant, militant membership; and. a
leadership which is all those things
and capable of stimulating and train
ing others to be. I want to discuss only
the latter question in this letter. ■

In my own experience of 16 years in
the Parly, every time we have recog
nized failure, we have looked for po
litical reasons only. Once they were
found — or at any rale announced as

found — the leadership accepted the
criticism and continued in office. The

exception being those occasions on.
which an individual scapegoat was
puni.shed on behalf of the collective,
and with noisy severity.
Almost alway.s the same error was

committed ironiediately afterwards, al
though .<K>metimcs under" a new name.
The exception'to this was when an
opposite'error replaced the "corrected"
one; e.g., when the rightism of the
Browder period was "corrected" by the
extreme and sustained leftism of the

10 years that followed.
•

Leadership which survived several
of these "correctiona" grew cautious.
It leaj-iied how to announce policies
in words that could mean a number of

contradictory things. Phrases like "al
though In the main our line has been
correct, there have been serious dis

tortions" — or "without overlooking
the danger of the fire, we must con
tinue to struggle militantly against the
frying pan," — used in sucli profusion
as to obscure the point at issue began
to convince others (if not us) that we

had lost confidence in our thinking.
They also learned to omit entirely from
published programs questions on which
they conld not reach even a comprom
ised verbal position.
The leadership suffered under the re

peated necessity to appraise failure and
accept hai-sh criticism. But it never
seemed to learn how to use the criti-

. cism except" as a hair shirt to be
worn- with determined patience.

All this adds up to many years of
■training , in bad methods of thinking
and wor'tdng. It does not mean that
the people who did this were bad —
corrupt, weak, cowardly, dishonest.
Obviously they were usually quite the
reverse. They suffered many things
beside the criticism of ttieir comrades
•without fiinehing. Perhaps it was in
part the necessity to bear up under
so terrible an" attack by the enemy

that made thorn so inflexible to criti
cism by friends. «

But the fact remains that they were
iiifiexibie; that they are trained in
wrong methods; that they have failed
to lead the Party to.fiilfili its function.

In discussing his problem, I have
• been reminded that it takes year.s to

train a leader; that it ia criminally
wasteful to reject a trained leader be
cause of error, particularly when he
admits it and wants to change. It- is
argued that once a correct policy has
been agreed upon by leaders and mem
bers, there is no one better qualified
to carry it out than the once-mistaken,
now-corrected leaders. It sounds roas-
onabio. The trouble is it has never yet
worked that way.

It- may be that it takes more than
discussion, confession of error, good in
tentions to correct bad practice. It
may take retraining — something like
the retraining of an athlete wljo de
termines to change his style. He
usually has to drop out of competitive
spoils during this process. I am sug
gesting that such a dropplng-out, such
a sternly disciplined retraining may

' be the surest way of rehabilitating a
large part of our leadership.

•

How many of them ? "Which of them ?
These questions and others — includ
ing the practical details of replacing
them and providing easy avenues for
their reentry into leadership — would ,
have to be tackled once the decision
was made that the plan had merit. I
would like simply to open two general
a-speets of the problem,

What would it mean to these men
and women if they were removed from
the closed circle of inner party work
and sent out into America —.to work
and live cheek by jowl with the Ameri
can working class, day after day,
month after month? It is a good time
to recall the myth of the old Greek
giant, Antaeus, who lost his strength
when removed from contact with the
earth, and regained it the moment he
touched earth again.

We can expect no such-miracles. It
will not "refresh" or "broaden the ap
proach of" every one who attempts it.
But if the experience of working class
reality does not bring most Com
munists new strength, then they are
worse off than I believe. Consider, for
Instance, if at the very least such eui
experience would not retrain them
verbally, so that they spoke a language
which American workers understand

But what would it mean to the
Party, suddenly deprived of a large
proportion of its experienced function
aries ? It would certainly mean a rough
peridid of adjustment — even tempo
rary chaos. It would be difficult to
replace the absent loaders. There is no
crowd of capable substitutes knocking
at the office doors: (This ia one of the
troubles with bureaucrats: they do not
train their successors with much skill
or enthusiasm,) Also the desire to as
sume leadership is no guarantee of
anyone's ability to do so.

It would certainly be impossible to
maintain the present complicated or
ganizational structure or even to pre
tend to undei-take the present program

of work. Some tasks and aoiiic depart-
menta would have to be abandoned.
This might not be entirely bad. But .
even if it moans a setback, it may be *
one that is necessary to suffer.

There -would be others dangers, too.
Mistakes would be made by inexperi
enced people'. But at least the dangers
would be new ones, instead of those we
have long since ceased to recognize -—
like pictures that liave hung so long
in the same place that one no longer
really sees them. And the mistakes oC
neophytes would also be more easily
correctable than those maslo by old
hands who know how to throw up a
protective cover of unintelligible but
impressive verbiage.

I realize that any proposal to send
a sizeable proportion of the leadership
out on even a "temporary leave" will
sound to some comrades like a Utopian
joke and to others like an expression
of di.srespcct. "Are you serious? You
expect a bureaucracy to vote itself out""
of office?" is one comment, which
recognizes ironically the situation In
which the membership is in no position
to judge individual leadei-a or to vote
them in or out of office. It is true that
it is unlikely that leaders can be easily
convinced that they or the Party need
such a solution. (This is another trouble
with bureaucrats: they really do not
quite trust anyone but themselves.)

As for the matte/ of disrespect, it
seems to mc that the real insult is the
criticism that no longer bothers to ex
press itself: that assumes that indi
vidual leaders are too far gone In error
to be reached by anything less than
catastrophe; that the membership ia
too apathetic and/or Incompetent to
help itself. I assume no such things.

I believe most of our leadership could
be retrained and made a hundred times
more effective than it has ever been —
but not without undergoing a process
far more painful than "accepting criti
cism." I believe the membership could
find the "energy and the ability to fi ll
the gaps — at least on a temporary
basis. (Many who are not prepared to
devote their lives to political worlc,
jqight be prepared to devote six months
— a year — even two years. And it ia
wi'ong to assume, as we often do, that
such "part-time" leaders are inferior.)

The Chinese comrades have set an
example that should give us heart —
and help point a direction. They have
accomplished what seems a miracle in
the rapid, radical change of a national
character. They have — almost alone
among C om m u n i s t movements —
learned lo lose face in order to save
something much more precious. Ap
parently they have done It by,practi
cing criticism in a way'ancl-on a scale
qualitatively different from anything
that has happened elsewhere — with a
seriousness, a persistence and an ob
jectivity that makes our practice look,
by. comparison, like a hypocritical
travesty of a weekly confession of sin.

Unless we find and carry out a solu
tion as radical as theirs, I doubt that
we are going to l®od anyone anywhere
in the years facing us with awesome
.promises and equally awesome threats.

X., Los Angeles

1—a political argument in a personal vein
ig them out from the
- minds, and discuss
eliiig aa though we are
fvorklngclass by even
or unless we can re-
swn minds some meas-
:e in ourselves, in the
.WUty to change auf-
ablc to influence the

■ events, then there ia
lussiog past mistakes.
> I asketl a comrade:
WG^l make it?" She

a long pause, "I don't
now," "Then .she'threw
/L at me. My pause was

at I thought we could,
ve don't view what we
h as just another "dla-
ifter which we go back
usual: that we make
make a fight for it and

not give up before trying; that the
- shock treatment we have getting

causes us ail to stop thinking and
acting like soldiers in an army and
to start thinking and acting like mem
bers of the general staff; that wo don't
atop half way in carrying tlu-ough all
the corrective mea-sures necessary to
ensure that the party membership as
a whole will be able to make Us im
print on program and pt^licies; that we
approach the problem realistically,
with the understandijig that the trans
formation will , involve a long, hard
struggle and thaj we not try to get
rich quick.

When I finhshed the comrade said:
"I don't know. I (ion't loiow."

Since the conversation I have been
asking myself whether I had expre.ssed
my real feelings or was I giving out
with a pep talk in my capacity as
representative of "the county."

I believe I can answer that one. I
have confidence that we can make it—
that we will pull through our present
difficulties and play an honorable role
in guaranteeing that our working class
-will have a Marxist party at its head;
indigenous and capable of leading the
working class and its allies in strug
gle.

Just as I have confidence that the
resurgence of ma-ss participation in the
affairs of the Soviet Union and the
Soviet party fc'ill continue to set things
to rights over there, so do I have ycoii-
fldence that the collective fstr^gth,
wlsdffm and will of our party mejnber-
ship will set us back on the higluoad
here. I include our parly loader})' when
I speak of the membership.

Do we have the slrengUi and wili?
I believe we do. We found the strength
and determination within ourselves to
stand up in the face of many difficul

ties, .setbacks, attacks In the past, .
Do we have the wisdom ? That's

more difficult do answer. I believe we
can acquire the wisdom if we draw
proper conclusions from past experi
ence, if we apply ourselves to master
ing the scientific Marxist method
rather than the word.

Can wo bring forwaixl a strength
ened leadership? Yes, if we change our
concepts of leadei'ship from one built
around a few full-time functionaries,
to one that Ls based on the direct in
volvement in po'licy-making of our
most effective .shop and mass workers.

Do we have the benefit of the life-
giving substance that comes from mass
contact? Yes. Despite our general po-
liUcaJ isolation and loss of influence,
more of our membei's ai'c in live,, eon-
tact with non-left people Oiaii has
been true for any time during at least
the last five years.

And. we have the beginnings, and
must develop further, the type of at-^
moapherc within our ranks which will
give full reign to creative thinking
and work.
' I'll be quite frank" to admit that

I'm short of answers to many, if not
most of Uie pi-ofalenis before- us. 'The
test for all of us in the coming months
will be our ability to come up" with
answers. I have no quarrel with the
general estimate of our past contained
in the Dennis report. For me. at any
rate, life has seemed to confirm the
correctness of the analysis.

Wiiat worries me is how we tolcc it
from here. And. especially, how we can
guai'antee that, alongside of otu" in
ternal discussion, we take advantage
of the opportunities of the election
campaign to sti'cngthen our mass lies
and influence.

The future isq't rosy, nor is it black,
will go a long way towa>"<ls a correcl:
determination of how to got to where
we want to go.

—FRANK CARLSON, L. A.



Theory, practice;
installment two

\

(CONTINUED fROM FIRST BULLETIN)

■ The separation between theory and
practice led to a separation between
our long range and our shert range
goals. Our day-to-dny work became

]  a thing In itself and lost a relationship
to more long range goals. Equal rig
idity was given to tactics as well as
strategy. Our day-to-day work was
not adjusted to the rapidly changuig
events, and in the main, dilferences
between long range and short range
aims became eitljer blun-ed or disap
peared ^together.
That our tactics were not attuned

to changing events can be demon
strated by an examination of some of
our activities.

When the people were moving
against intervention in Formosa, we
were moving on the issue of banning
H-bombs tests. When the people were
moving to ban H-bomb tests, we were
active demanding the recognition of
China. When the people were most con
cerned with the danger of intervention
in Indo-Chlna, we were concerned else
where. In each case our tactics had
become flxed and as such they lost a
relationship with reality and the ability
to change as events changed. When
serious difficulties were encountered
. In carrying out a given proposal, such
as the Stockholm petition, we refused
to examine whether or not there might
be better ways'to accomplish a given
aim. Instead of examining the given
tactic, we devoted our full attention
to devising arguments that would per
suade the membership to carry out the
approach decided upon.

•

The separation between theory and
pracUce had its organizational expres
sion. The role of leadership became
that of working out the "line" and the
role of membership was to carry out
the ■•line". Correct theory, which is a
summation and evaluation of practice,
cannot be developed apart from prac
tice. Correct policies cannot be devel
oped apart from those who are carry
ing out the policies. We, of leadership
in the Party, have not understood this
unity. Policies have been woven from
the ideas of a leader or leaders, or were
derived from what was considered In
ternational thinking, whether or not
these ideas and thinking had any live
relationship with what "was happening
in the mass movement. ~

It is true that this past period has
placed objective difficulties in the path
Ojf widest consultation. Because of the
separation between theory and practice
and the role in regard to llieoiy ap
propriated by leadership, these dif
ficulties were not seen as those that
must be oVercome in order to have
.either correct theory or correct prac
tice. The difficulties'were only seen as
obstacles in Uie way of getting the
"line" down to membership. Thus the
bulk of concern was that of gyaran-
teeing Jhat there would be no road
blocks to a one-way street, a street
on which the line could travel from
leadership to merabersliip. This was
not only a case of bureaucracy, its
source was also un.sclcntific thinking
that enabled a separation between
theory and practice. Once such a sep
aration beeainc the mode of our work,
then participation of membership was
a thing that might be desirable, "hut
under the circumstances hardly pos-
sibie."

«

In the labor movement, the non-
signing of the Taft-Hartley Act was a
correct demsind when the act was fi rst
passed. Yet. as time passed, and a
nmnber of key unions complied with
the act, we continued to malco the
non-conforming with the act tho key
issue. This despite the fact that a num
ber of the major unions, whether they
signed or not. were ready to unite to
repeal the act. We lost sight of the
need for this type of all-trade-union
unity for repeal, and in fact made a
condition of unity that of non-conform
ing with the act. Our day-to-day work
and relations in the trade unions were
Impaired by making resistance to an
accomplished fact oifr major condition
of unity. Our longer range aim of
repealing the act was lost sight of.

On many questions within the labor
movement and the general mass move
ment our day-to-day approaches be
came fixed for long periods of time.
We thus narrowed oui- vision and lost is

sight of where we and the mass move
ment were going. We lost the ability
to balance our dally activity against
our long range aims. On other ques
tions we tried to apply what were long
rrnige approaches to day-to-day situa
tions. With a revolutionary fervor we
justified this on the. basis of developing
a "class" approach in every situation.

Tills Incorrect approach laid the
basis for a distorted relaUonship be
tween democratic procedures and cen
tralism. Centralism achieved a dispro
portionate emphasis. Centralism be
came the tool to enforce the "line."
Centralism became the battering ram
to blast aside "obstacles." Obstacles
were anything that stood In the way
of getting the line down to the mem
bership and carried out. Thus ques
tions, disagreements, etc., were seen
as obstacles and centralism was re
sorted to as the way to eliminate these
obstacles.

Separation of theory and practice fn
the last analysis leads to separation
between a movement and Oie real live
relationships that surround that movS-
ment. In such a situation the tendency
is to create little worlds of our own.
This tendency found its expression in
the creation of left centers. Here we
projected our ovm thinking to ourselves
and then used our echo to verify the
correctness of our thinking.

Our movement is the only movement
whose outlook is predicated upon the
imity of theory and practice. Other
currents in Socialist life have correctly
pointed out one-sided errors we have
made, but if truth Is to be faced, they
too are one-sided. They see the strug
gle for socialism as a thing divorced
from the dally struggles and. "problems
Of the people. They tend to take an
aspect of the struggle for Socialism
and make it the whole thing. We can
learn from their criticisms, we must
engage in critical discussions with
them, but in the last analysis only the
unity of theory and practice is Marx
ism. Once we establish this unity we
wUl have a tool to hammer out the
approach to Socialism in our country.
Oftce we accomplish this, which we
will, we will have taken a major step
towards becoming a truly vanguard
Party. We will then look back to this
period as not only a period of great
difficulty, but M the period when wo
became of age.

—MBELE BRODSKY, Oakland

Vanguard party-
illusion or reality?

Much has been said by this time
about hero worship and its dangers.
Perhaps the lesson wc ought to learn
from all this is that no one is all good
or all bad, all right or all wrong. This
goes for Stalin, Lenin, Marx, Lincoln
and Jefferson.

If hero worship has its dangers, so
too does, party glorification. A party

. should be judged by its deeds, not by
its slogans or its declarations. There is
no infallible party, including the Com
munist party. It has no monopoly on>
good leadership or correct policy,
whether in the United States, China,
Italy, or the Soviet Union. When a
party of revolutionaries, dedicated to
mankind's progress, permits tyranny
and murder on the part of its leaders, it
must share responsibility for what has
happened.

American Communists who took
everything coming out of the Soviet
Union as the final word also bear a
share of shame and guilt. However, it
would he foolish to condemn everything
wholesale, like throwing out the baby
with the bath water. But it is impor
tant to leam from mistakes and to
bring about radical changes in outlook
and program. The time Is long overdue
for the Communist Party of the U.S.
to look at itself and see itself as others
see it.

in the first place, the party is not the
"vanguard of the working class" in the
U.S. This kind of'phrase is self-deceiv
ing. During the depression years Com-
munist% gave leadership and taught
thousands of men and women to fight
for their rights. And today individual
Communists have sacrificed much in
the struggle for civil liberties.

This does not make the party any
thing but a tiny outpost in a wide
struggle. It Is not the key to leadership
nor will the reward for these good
deeds necessarily be leadership of any
kind. Whether the party likes it or not. •
American working people do not look
to it for leadership.

In the second place, it is a sad fact
that the A'merican party, technically

• independent, has lived in hero worship
of tho Russians. And this almost to the
exclusion of any objectivity. Whether
in the study of economic theory, child
care, education, drama or biology, the
Russians were looked upon as infallible.
Of course their contributions in these
iSelds were many and good. But some
contributions were highly subjective

To rediscover America
The recent discussion on the 20th

Congress of the CPSU has jolted many
of us out of tho dogmatic, sectarian
rut of adulation of the Soviet Union,
the CPSU, and Stalin. And, as so often
happens in the case of severe shock,
there is a momentary loss of stability
and perspective.

Here, In the U.S. the reactions range
from a crude call to throw out the en- -
tire leadership of our party and replace
them from top to bottom to a maudlin
defense of the errors and those who
committed them.

For us, here in America, the main
lessons to be learned from the ex
perience of the CPSU arc the need for
constant critical and constructive study
of all our policies and day-to-day ac
tivities. There is al.so tlic necessity for
continuous struggle for democracy
within our party which is seemingly
always in danger from bureaucratic
practices developed in the name of ex
pediency. While, to a certain extent
certain of these practices may be justi
fied ill a given situation, we find that,
even when the situation changes, the -v
"temporary" bureaucratic approaches
persist.

We have gone through our own era
of the "Cult of the Individual" and, in
1945 when we reorganized our party
we resolved that we would not permit
such hero-worship and adulation with
its inevitable stiSing of criticism ,and
constructive questioning and study of
Party program and policies. '

Yet, eleven years later we are wit
nessing a flood of praise and adulation
for Wm, Z. Foster. Certainly Poster

and has been an outstanding working

class leader in the USA. Yet, in the
course of his leadership I'm sure he
has made many errors and will con
tinue to err from time to time. Yet the
reviews of his recent books £Uid the
many articles written about him, give
the impression of impossible perfection.

Wc are again becoming awai-e that
we must stress a slogan which we
raised once before; "Communism Is
20th Century Americanism". But it is
important that this restudyihg of
American history be very closely re
lated to a re-evaluation of contem
porary history. To do this properly we
must truly become a part of (rather
than, as now, apart from) the Ameri
can people, and especially the Ameri
can workers, so that wc may know,
appreciate and evaluate the moods
and tempers of the A-rnerican people In
this critical period of American history,.

Only to the extent that each party
member begins to understand this and
act on this understanding will we be
ablo to approach our role of leading the
American people to socialism.

B. C,, North Hollywood

A CORRECTION
In the article by William Schnei-

derman, "Some Questions for Dis
cussion," appearing in the last is
sue, a sentence reads: "^'But even
here, we did not fully develop why
we could not adopt this position
(that socialism will come to the
U. S. by the free choice of the ma
jority of the American pcopie)."
This should read: "We did not fully
develop why we could adopt tliis
position."

and some were not scientific and laggeC
consuLerably behind other Countries.

If the American pai'ty is to live and'
grow it must be pervaded with human-
ness and modesty. Phrases and slogans,
long-winded analyses, "of the current
situation" and impossible progi'ams 'to
meet it must give way to what Is real
and possible.
"Above ail the party must have faith

In the American people. They will have
g(»d sense to adopt Socialism when It
represents something better than what
they have. Perhaps that day will bo
soon.

B.W., San Francisco

Youth work
(Covtinucd from Pane 1>

we must have an attitude toward such
organizations the L.Y.L, The party
should support the L.Y.L. and help
build it, as an important independent
youth organization of an educational
type, which can give young people
education in socialist ideas. Because
the L.Y.L. is a youth organization
which discusses and carries on a pro
gram which is attractive to many
young people, the L.Y.L. can help
young pcopie to find their ovm path
to socialism.

The relationship that the L.Y.L. has
to the party should be such as to ob
tain help of an educational nature tyid
such other help as may be requested.
The party should raise questions about
youth work with tho L.Y.L. and make
suggestions that the L.Y.L. may reject
or accept. There should be no control
over the actions of the organization,
nor any political-direction by the party.
For the L.Y.L. has its own program
and organization.

One might then ask:. Why should we
support such an organization ? If we
understand that only an independent
youth organization can win large num
bers of youth to an understanding of
peace, democracy and socialism, I am
sure we will then ask ourselves this
question: How can we afford not to
help build an independent Marxist
youth organization, as one of the most
important parts of our overall youth
program ?

William Lowe
Alamcda County

As others
see us

Would you be Interested In the re
actions of a group of my friends to
two pohlts raised by a discussion of
the 20th Congress of the Soviet Com
munist party?

In talking about capital punishment
they said:

"I definitely don't agree with capital
punishment."

"Why I gssuraed the Communist
party was against it."

"How can you 'rehabilitate' someone
who is dead?"

"This is the one thing that has al
ways puzzled me. How can the Corrt-
munlst party be for it?"

"Way deep inside me there was al- '
ways a doubt about it."

"It's a hangover from barbarism."';
, Concerning democracy within the
Communist party their remarks were:

"In the correct desire to have a dis
ciplined party a great deal of rigidity
has crept in—a fear of not conforming.
This has become very excessive and has
hurt the party."

"There is a difference between being
disciplined and having some room for
expression."

"This rigidity is the main reason the,
party is isolated."

A Housewife, Comptoa
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